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          I cannot believe that we are nearly half way through March and I have not as yet got
the February newsletter out to you all. I am really sorry about that.

At the moment I am in Kenya with the boys from Nyakoe and once Roger arrives we will visit
the boys at Meru..  The building work at Meru is coming on as you will see later and the boys
are really excited about having their new home. In the meantime Nyakoe has seen 4 of their
bigger boys return to boarding schools after a short holiday due to the elections.

We have been busy working with the remaining boys at Nyakoe who have really enjoyed us
being with them. They have been so affectionate and it is goo d to be able to have time with
them. They thoroughly enjoy being read to and Jackie has been reading the history of
Manchester United to them - well it is her own fault. She should not have found the book in
the cheap bin in the library! But Malak and some of the other boys are lapping it up.

We have had some good weather while in Nyakoe. Mainly sunshine and up to 28 degs on
occasion, but that brings rain at this time of year. The short rains have started and each day
between 2pm and 4pm the rain starts to fall. Absolute stair rods! But it is very refreshing
and the boys have now started to go out in it again to play on a water slide (a piece of plastic
on the ground, squirted with washing up liquid to you and me).

So this newsletter is a lot shorter than most so that I can get it out to you and so that I can
then start a comprehensive report for the April addition.

All the boys at Nyakoe have been writing little letters to all the sponsors, which they do
voluntarily. We will publish a few for you to see but they all have very similar content of how
much they love you all;  they thank God for you; and they always thank you for helping then
and buying them food and clothes. - Out of the mouths of babes!!! We never cease to be
amazed at our boys. They have so much love to give all of us and when you look at what many
of them have been through, suffering rejection time after time, it seem so much more
special when they outwardly show their love and affection for all of us….you encluded.

Don’t forget that all of you are welcome to come and meet our boys, whether as individuals
or as a group. There is always something to be done if you feel you need to do some work.
But the most important thing is to be with the boys, playing, reading or whatever your thing
is, because you, to the boys, are their family.

So without further ado let me get on with this and send you our brief update.



We saw the big boys when we arrived
which we were pleased about because they
should have been in their new schools.
However, all but one, had a holiday
because of the election. Every adult has to

go back to their home area where they registered. So it was fairly quiet around
town for the first couple of days we were here.

The only people who knew when we were arriving was Andrew and Jimmy, so
when the vehicle pulled up and they saw us the boys just ran as fast as they
could shouting to the others that we had arrived. They looked so happy to see us.
It was wonderful.

We sat back for the first few days to monitor how things were running. We can
honestly say that the boys are very settled, with little if no major arguments
between  them. We were saddened that three of the little ones, Alex, Benard and
Emmanuel had run back to town and cannot, as yet, be found. We have no
reason for this and are always upset because they are family. Every effort is
made to find them and counsel them when we do. But the reality is that if they
choose to run, there is little that can be done. We hope we will have them back in
the fold soon, and like the good shepherd, we will keep looking for them.

A home made car made out of a plastic bottle.

The boys have a church service every week in the
hall.

Left - Moffat washing
his clothes by the
river.

Right.- Playing
Twister. They never
seem to know which
is right and left, but
they love the game



   Our Thanks go to the
 following for their Support.

Philip & Jo Hillman                Brenda Rankin
Nanny Byles                           Sackville School
Amer Albazaz & Family         Coast Digital
Margaret & Derek Frost & Family
Oathall Community College
Skipper Hill School.               Marjorie Wilding
“Aunty Julie & Uncle Alan”
Sonny Murray-Brown          Arnold Maughan
Faith in Action                   Computers For Africa
 Members of the Welcome Churchj

         And all our regular supporters

The letter that is written, may be to Lesley & Jackie BUT that is because we are there with
the boys, delivering what you donate. We can assure you that they are grateful to you, the
sponsors, and you should therefore reed this as if it were addressed to you personally.



Mostly pictures this time from Meru. This is because
not only is the building going on in leaps and bounds
but they harvested the maize, which was plentiful.

There was a bumper harvest of maize which hopefully, the money made from it
will help with feeding the children in Meru. The next crop will be beans..  Below
you can see how the building is coming on.. The roof goes on this week.

Windows and doors have been
made and are ready for fitting.

When we ask for prices of
windows in Kenya, we always
have to then ask the cost of the
glass. Unlike the UK a window
purchase does not include the
glass!

It’s the same with the doors.
Quite strange!


